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Title) Kyo Kara Maoh! -- God(?) Save Our King! 

 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 3 Seasons -117x25ʼ (39 eps per season) 
Synopsis) High school student Yuri one day finds himself transported to another world and 
named Prince of Darkness, the king of demons. The demons are fated to fight humans, but 
Yuri employs all his sense of justice and personality to avoid war at all costs. A light, vibrant 
story of growth featuring a parade of handsome characters and funny lines that has fans 
around the world hooked. 
Video) 

Kyo Kara Maoh [Episode 1] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070000626e7b3 
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Title) ERIN the Beast Player 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 50x25ʼ  
Synopsis) An epic fantasy about a girl and a Majestic Beast. 
Green-eyed Erin grows up in a village that raises the Touda – a fearsome fighting beast used 
in war.  She dreams of following in her mother Soyonʼs footsteps to become a Beast Healer, 
but tragedy strikes.  Erin flees far away in the mountains where a beekeeper takes her in.  
There, Erin awakens to a rare gift:  the ability to control the Ouju, the King Beast no human 
was supposed to be able to tame. However, this gift has the power to make or break the 
entire Kingdom.  Erin is soon embroiled in a power struggle that could split the Kingdom in 
two… 
 

ERIN the Beast Player [01] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3
a0700009defc62 
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Title) TYTANIA 
 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 26x24ʼ  
Synopsis) After advancing into the vast universe, humans established a Federation of 
interstellar city-states. But the age of the all powerful Federation does not last as long as 
everyone believed it would.  A clan named Tytania breaks away and succeeds in usurping 
supremacy. Then, course of history begins to take yet another huge turn in the era of 
Tytaniaʼs 8th commander Ajumahn, when a clash with a city-state of the Federation named 
Eulia results in an unexpected defeat for Duke Aliabert. One of the heads of the five Tytania 
families loses at the hands of an unknown genius strategist, Van Gulik. 
Thus begins the monstrous struggle over who will next rule the universe. 
Based on the super-hit science fiction of the same title, the “space opera” finally comes alive 
in an animated series! 
 

TYTANIA [Epi.4] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700
01a7501c7 

TYTANIA [PR music only] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07000
1a903f6d 
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Title) Elementhunters 
 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 39x24ʼ  
Synopsis) Will humans be able to get back the lost elements? 
In this new science adventure animation, a special team of pre-teens go on missions to the 
other "Earth" in a parallel universe to retrieve elements that have disappeared from Earth. 
 

Elementhunters [Epi.5 JPver.] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001aa73fce 

Elementhunters [Epi.10 JPver.] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001ab17051 
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Title) Colourcloud Palace 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 2 seasons -78x25ʼ (39 eps per season) 
Synopsis) The setting is an imaginary country modeled after China. Shirley, the daughter of 
a distinguished but poor family, dreams of becoming a civil servant. Luckily, she is put in 
charge of educating the newly enthroned king, and the door to a whole new world opens up. 
A captivating adventure starts to unfold in the king's dazzling palace. Stories of Shirley's 
romances with the king and with the king's elder brother, the sordid power games of the men 
in the court, and other thrilling episodes draw us into their spectacular world. This animation 
is based on a novel that is highly popular among high school students, and targets teenagers 
and adults. 

Colourcloud Palace 1 [Epi.1] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3
a070001ac0f61c 
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Title) TSUBASA-RESERVoir CHRoNiCLE 
 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 26x25ʼ  
Synopsis) Based on the original story by CLAMPʼs comic book series, TSUBASA - RESERVoir 
CHRoNiCLE - grabs viewersʼ full attention by casting the main characters of the popular 
animation series Cardcaptor Sakura in a new story setting. Sakura and her childhood friend 
Syaoran are living in The Kingdom of Clow where they gradually fall in love. One day, feathers 
of Tsubasa(wings) begin to emerge all of a sudden on Sakuraʼs back. These feathers embody 
Sakuraʼs spirit and memories, and are stolen and scattered across countless parallel worlds 
beyond space and time, as result of the evil plot of an unknown force. 
 

TSUBASA [I-01] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070002079f7e0 
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Title) The Twelve Kingdoms 
 
Genre) Anime 
Format) 39x25ʼ  
Synopsis) The fantasy novel series “The Twelve Kingdoms” was begun in 1992 and so far 
comprises seven volumes. The novel received ardent support from readers in a wide range of 
age groups and, with some 15 million copies in print, has become a best-selling masterpiece. 
Now, this dazzling epic is brought to life as a hit TV animation series. 
The story begins in our everyday world, when an ordinary high-schooler named Yoko is 
suddenly confronted by a mysterious blond-haired young man, and told of her destiny. “You 
are to become the monarch of our kingdom of Kei,” he informs her, wherein she is forcefully 
hauled away into an alien other-world. Thus, Yoko enters a fantastic and magical sphere, 
reminiscent of that of Chinese mythologies.  
 
 

The Twelve Kingdoms [Episode 1] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070000639418f 
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Title) Bodypedia 

 
Genre) educational 
Format) 26x10ʼ  
Synopsis) A stylish medical science program targeting 5 to 8-year-olds. The series, which 
is divided into several episodes made up of 1 to 3-minute segments, explores the beauty and 
mystery of the human body by using cute animated organ characters and high quality 4K/8K 
microscope images. It also makes use of CGs, employing the techniques that were 
accumulated from the NHK special series "The Body", to show the amazing world inside us 
and to offer a unique perspective on the human body, often through subtle comedy in order 
to engage the younger audience. 

Bodypedia [Trailer] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07000045c2
57e 

Bodypedia 02 Bones http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000b394931 

Bodypedia 08 Brain http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000adfb51c 

Bodypedia 13 Baby http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000a81f5c7 
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Title) Design Ah!  
Genre) educational 
Format) 4 seasons -80x15ʼ～20ʼ 
（Season1:20x15ʼ Season2:20x15ʼ Season3:20x15ʼ Season4 20x20ʼ） 
Synopsis) Design covers many areas, including product, costume, character, building, and 
music design. The common aim of design is to find an object's essence through observation 
and insight. The design should embody ease of use, beauty, and comfort by incorporating 
inventive ideas and ingenuity. Taking a fresh look from a design perspective at the objects 
and spaces around us that we take for granted, Design Ah! encourages children and adults 
alike to discover the fun and fascination of design and provides the first steps for cultivating 
"design thinking." 
 

Design Ah! Season 1 [Epi.1] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070001d0f
3d18 

Design Ah! Season 2 [Epi.1] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070001d1c725

6 

Design Ah! Season 3 [01]  http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070000e66459

6 

Design Ah! Season 4 [Ep01] https://vimeo.com/449084484/a84e30d63d 
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Title) Somewhere Streets 
 
Genre) travelogue 
Format) 7x49ʼ 
Stroll around and feel the world。 
Visit cities and towns around the world as though you were strolling along their streets 
yourself. This long-running series offers a "street view" with use of stabilized cameras held at 
eye-level, enabling viewers to enjoy casual encounters and discoveries. Nooks and crannies, 
and small but personal exchanges -- savor the delights of travel that can only come when you 
go for a walk. 
 

Somewhere Street [Trailer] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070000f4a72ea 

Somewhere Street: Ayutthaya http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001ea4c67a 

Somewhere Street: Dalian http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001e685915 

Somewhere Street: Hida Takayama http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001e9f9603 

Somewhere Street: L.A. Venice http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a
070001e781887 
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Title) Itʼs a Catʼs Life 
 
Genre) travelogue 
Format) 13x29ʼ 
Synopsis) Following the footsteps of felines from around the world. 
Where there are people, there are likely to be cats. Follow internationally-renowned wildlife 
photographer Mitsuaki Iwago as he works his magic to capture cats around the world as only 
he can in this one-of-a-kind animal/travel series. City cats, farm cats, house cats, and 
not-so-house cats―they all play guides for Iwagoʼs camera, giving us glimpses of their cities, 
stores, and famous World Heritage sites. With the cameras at cat-level, see what cats see, 
think, and do. Enjoy 30 minutes of cat-ful-ness! 
 
 

It's a Cat's Life [Trailer] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a0700010
02f6ea 

It's a Cat's Life -- Aegean Sea 

[EN] 

http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a07000255af2

e8 

It's a Cat's Life -- Uruguay [EN] http://pv-nhk-ep.com/NewsLetter/?mid=5b9a3a070002573cd

4b 
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